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MY PHILOSOPHICAL MISSION (1919)

INOUE Enryō 井上円了

Translated by Dylan Luers TODA

After the Meiji Restoration, our country's scholars read the books of various Western

countries, sought the theories of European and Americans, and just lined them up like

an exhibition to show to people. Since they neither established original views nor intro-

duced innovations, dozens of years ago I became determined to do my best to stand in

the world with one view. However, since I have rather shallow knowledge, lack ability,

and do not have the power to establish a single academic school, I decided rather to

pave the way for popularizing and spreading in the world high-level philosophy, as

well as to develop practical areas and contribute to the world's morality. As a result of

recent Western philosophy being more and more advanced and increasingly concerned

with minute and detailed explanations,  over the years it has grown far from human

affairs  and separate  from the ordinary world.  Having seen this bad practice of  the

world of philosophy, in order to correct this malady, out of my policy that it is best to
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apply my abilities to practical things, naturally I have come to understand that my mis-

sion lies in the following two items:

　　1) Popularizing philosophy.

　　2) Making philosophy practical.

In  order  to  fulfill  this  mission,  arguing that  useless reading and vain cultivation is

harmful and has no benefit, for thirty years I have had a no-reading policy and advo -

cated for the disposal of dead books [死書] and the reading of living books [活書].

　 My first mission of popularizing philosophy was the project of the first half of my

life, and corresponds to my books and teaching during that time. Its focus was the Phi-

losophy Academy. Its founding aim was to spread philosophy in this world. While at

first it was completely based in the popular world, led by the times and moved by the

climate, it naturally came to lean towards the advanced, and in the end I even ended up

opening a  university faculty.  However,  I  think that  it  in  fact  did reach its  goal  of

spreading philosophy in the world. There is no doubt that the lecture records and books

published by the Philosophy Academy contributed to this goal of popularization. Fur-

thermore, with the increased fame of the Philosophy Academy, for over ten years start-

ing in 1890 I went across the country to various prefectures and districts and gave lec-

tures on philosophy for the masses, and I think that this certainly achieved this goal.

Deciding that I had completed my first mission project of popularizing philosophy, I

prepared to retire from the Philosophy Academy, and did so in 1906. Here, I proclaim

that this was the project of the half of my life before old age.

　 Next, my second mission of making philosophy practical was the project of the

half of my life after old age. After retiring in 1906, I started working on it. It is cen-

tered on the Wadayama Philosophy Hall. Western philosophy is slanted towards the

theoretical and ignores practical aspects and thus is a disabled philosophy with eyes

and no legs; it cannot avoid being crippled philosophy. However, believing that the

acme of philosophy is practice, taking as my ideal the opening of the downwards-ori-

ented path in upwards-oriented theories, and defining philosophy as the field of strenu-

ous action, I am devoting myself to exercising ingenuity to realize this ideal and defini-

tion in the realm of practice. Since this is not a viewpoint advocated by Western philos-

ophy, I call it a separate transmission outside the teaching [教外別伝] of philosophy and

a new proposal that has not arisen in Western philosophy. Imitating Saint Hōnen's [法

然] One Sheet Petition [一枚起請文], I came to describe it in the following way.
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It is not the learning of the philosophy spoken of by scholars of Japan, China,
and the West. It is also not the philosophy people advocate after academically
reading all the books of various scholars. There is no need to do anything but
strenuously work  for  loyalty to  the  emperor  and patriotism,  and engage  in
activities knowing without a doubt that one can fulfill one's life duty. If every-
one makes up their mind to strenuously work, that which is talked about in
relation to views of the universe and life will be contained within them fulfill-
ing their life's original duty. If one thinks profound things besides this, one will
actually go away from the true purpose of philosophy; this is certainly different
than  the  aim of  life.  Even  if  those  trying  to  carry out  philosophy haven't
learned everything about  the philosophy of the past  and today,  they should
become illiterate and foolish, keep company with ill-mannered and uneducated
ignorant companions, and, not behaving like a scholar,  devotedly engage in
activities.

Before this, I had also written a statement about my activities imitating Letter on White

Ashes [白骨の御文] by Saint Rennyo [蓮如] of the True [Pure Land] sect.

If we fully contemplate the flourishing aspects of humans, generally enjoyable
things fill  this lifetime; it  is like paradise. Thus, we have still  not  heard of
experiencing the suffering of hell. Life is easy to live. Who can in this world
sink into the pool of pessimism? Regardless of whether it happens to me first
or someone else, people who work and compete with each other without dis-
dain of suffering or labor will without fail bring fortune and happiness. Thus in
the morning one may be poor, and in the evening a nobleman. When successful
spring  has  come  and the ice  of  trouble  melts,  and  when a  pleasant  flower
blooms and frost changes in an instant into the charm of peaches and plums,
family and relatives gather. Even if they soar to heaven and dance on earth,
they cannot exhaust their joy. Even if one's lifespan comes to an end and one
leaves the world, fame will surely last for one thousand years. While this is
happiness, it is also  insufficient. Thus, everyone should quickly focus on the
most important thing to succeed in, and, using their abilities as much as possi-
ble, make a strenuous effort. Yours Respectfully.

This is, after all, a doctrine of a separate transmission outside the teachings of philoso-

phy.

The advanced theories of philosophy have generally already been decided by three

thousand years of research by scholars. However, since today's philosophy is just quar-

reling about insignificant unestablished principles, I think that if we just grasp the fun-

damentals it is adequate. In order to do so, it is fine to just read through one short vol -
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ume on the history of philosophy and not read extensively the books of philosophers.

Also, look into practical problems. Truly, if a person is just able to act with regard to

practical problems, while it might be said that they are still unlearned, I am trying to

say that they have learned philosophy. With regard to the method for practical action,

as a result of many years of research, I have come up with a mindful recitation method.

I have already published the gist of it, but as a supplement I composed in twenty-five

lines a hymn about it. It is below.

Looking at the philosophy of this world, it is lamentful that while the flower of
discussion has bloomed it has still not bore any practical fruit.

While losing one's way at the base not knowing the moon at the high mountain
peak, days are spent examining existence and non-existence. This is philoso-
phy's bad habit today.

Philosophy that does not show the path people's minds should cross is a defec-
tive field of study that only is oriented upwards and not downwards.

Philosophy that is oriented downwards is nothing other than teaching the path
for actually practicing advanced ultimate principles.

Of the many paths, the most important method for showing this truth to the
people of the world and making them put it into practice is mindful recitation.

The mindful recitation method is reciting, "I take refuge in the venerable abso-
lute infinite" [南無絶対無限尊]; there is no need to carry out any practice besides
this.

It does not discriminate between intelligent, foolish, sharp, and dull. Since it is
the path where one is safe by just reciting and reaches the other shore, it is the
shortcut easy practice. 

If one recites, "I take refuge in the absolute," the clouds clear, and the dark
mind quickly reaches the mind-ground filled with light.

If one recites, "I take refuge in the absolute," surely the myriad waves will sub-
side and the moonlight of the absolute will arise in the water of the mind.

If one recites, "I take refuge in the absolute," a life that appears to be hell will
immediately transform and appear as a world of paradise.

If one recites, "I take refuge in the absolute," while reciting, the pessimistic
motor of the mind and even the body will become joyful and filled with vigor.

If one recites, "I take refuge in the absolute," while reciting, that discrimination
will also disappear and be contained in the light of the absolute.

If one recites,  "I take refuge in the absolute," while reciting, the virtue and
power of the absolute will well up at the base of one's heart like a spring.
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If one recites, "I take refuge in the absolute," evil thoughts that fill one's mind
will naturally disappear, and one will become a person who has amassed all
good virtues.

The greatness of this virtue in the seven characters recited by one's mouth is
the most unfathomable of the unfathomable; it is the miraculousness of truth
[真実妙].

Even without reciting and saying the "absolute," if one is silently mindful with
a concentrated mind, naturally the same virtue will be received.

While just thinking of the absolute with a concentrated mind, the voice of the
small self grows silent, returning to and becoming one with the big self.

While just thinking of the absolute with a concentrated mind, the three lights of
truth, good, and beauty appear, completely illuminating the mind.

In reciting and thinking,  the power  of  the absolute  infinite  stimulates  from
within the mind, and gives rise to great activity.

Subsequently it becomes easy to move forward having removed the hundred
difficulties that block one's life path, and one can make considerable strenuous
efforts.

There, the so-called sacrificial great spirit [大精神 ] wells up, and sacrificing
one's life, one becomes able to accomplish everything.

If one does not reach this point, the path of humanity and justice [仁義] and the
teachings of loyalty and piety are simply surface-level things, and it will be dif-
ficult to truly put them into practice. 

In this way, if one wants to be a person who serves the country, work to always
recite and bring to mind the absolute infinite lord.

Other ways of approaching mindful recitation that depart from this theory are
teachings not advocated by the separate transmission outside the teachings of
Western philosophy.

I also wrote the above outline imitating Rennyo's Statement of Repentance [改悔文].

We should recite, abandoning the mind of examining the various similar philo-
sophical theories and single-mindedly taking refuge in the venerable absolute
infinite, and believe that all the most crucial things to be carried out in our
lives  are  contained  in  these  seven characters.  It  is  settled  that  in  absorbed
recitation the delusive clouds of the mind's sky immediately will clear and the
light of bliss will in an instant appear. I think that devotedly reciting having
understood this well is the acme of the philosophy that is a separate transmis-
sion outside its teachings and the marvelous aim unknown to Western philoso-
phy from the ancient past to the present. One should exert oneself for the world
and for the country in this life. 
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From what I have stated above, one can understand what my practical philosophy is.

　 Of course, I plan to investigate even further in the future ways of handling this

mindful recitation method; one could say I am in the midst of devising it. On another

day in the future there will probably be an opportunity for me to report in more detail.

In summary, when making philosophy practical, it will surely turn into a kind of reli -

gion. I would like to call this the 'Philosophy sect' [哲学宗]. While the Wadayama Phi-

losophy Hall is known as a park for spiritual cultivation [神修養] and a training center

for social education, in fact it is the head of the Philosophy sect. This is also why I am

calling it the Mt. Morality Philosophy Temple [道徳山哲学寺]. However, when seen from

the currently existent religions of today, it must be said that it is philosophy.

　 In other words, there is a difference between religion simply constructed by belief,

and religion constructed by knowledge. To put it another way: there is a difference

between reverent belief and principled belief. Since Buddhism is a philosophical reli -

gion, it is basically the same as the Philosophy sect that I speak of. The only large dif -

ference is that Buddhism is established with its founding individual as its basis. I will

leave the details regarding this to another day.

　 In closing, I would like to touch upon my belief. To confess my faith: on the sur-

face I believe in the Philosophy sect, and on the back side I believe in the True Pure

Land sect. One might say that people or belief should not have two paths, but I think

that belief itself has a front and back side. Just as there are the two sides of my mind of

intellect and emotion, I have come to have two sides to my belief. At the same time,

their essence is one. Therefore, if one looks at my approach to the Philosophy sect, it

will immediately appear as the True Pure Land sect. Of course, this is not limited to the

True Pure Land sect. Depending on one's way of looking from the back side, the single

Philosophy sect could appear as the Zen sect, the Pure Land sect, the True Pure Land

sect, or the Nichiren sect. Due to my causes and conditions from birth, when I was

young the basis of my belief was planted in the ground of the True Pure Land sect, and

therefore before my eyes it appears as the True Pure Land sect. Since this is the case, a

person of the Zen sect would certainly see the Philosophy sect as the Zen sect. I think

that the ways of looking of the people in the Pure Land sect and the Nichiren sect are

each different.

　 To summarize my above-discussed view, the differences between my two large

missions are as follows.
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　　My First Mission: The Popularization of Philosophy

　　(1) Centered around the Philosophy Academy.

　　(2) Uses school education as its method.

　　(3) The project of the first half of my life before old age.

　　(4) An enterprise to repay my indebtedness to education.

　　My Second Mission: Making Philosophy Practical

　　(1) Centered around the Philosophy Hall.

　　(2) Uses social education as its method.

　　(3) The project of the second half of my life, after I became old.

　　(4) An enterprise to repay my indebtedness to society.

Since announcing my permanent departure from the Philosophy Academy upon retir-

ing in 1906 after having seen that I had already reached the aim of my first mission, I

cut of all of my involvement with academy, wholeheartedly devoted all my power to

my second mission, and have reached today.  Comparing the importance of the two

missions, I place an emphasis on the second. In other words,  the first  is expedient

means, and the second truth. The first is preparation, and the second is the goal. While

comparing a small personality like myself to the great personalities of Śākyamuni and

Nichiren [日蓮] would be the height of audacity, if I were to do so, my pre-old age half-

life project is comparable to Śākyamuni's teachings before the Lotus Sutra [爾前の法門]

or Nichiren's teachings before exile [佐前の法門], and my post-old age half-life project is

comparable to Śākyamuni's Lotus Sutra teachings [爾後の法門] or Nichiren's teachings

after exile [佐後の法門].

　 Today, I am in the midst of constructing a foundation for realizing my second mis-

sion, and in the middle of my national tour. My national tour has two goals. The first is

to observe people's living conditions, feelings, and thoughts, and use this as reference

when making philosophy practical. The second is to fully put in place the Philosophy

Hall management, and establish a method for its upkeep. Now, in the thirteen years

since 1906,  I  have  toured around seventy percent  of  the  country.  To complete  the

remaining thirty percent of the country, five or six years are needed. 

　 After finally finishing my tour on a day in the future, I will shut myself up in the

Philosophy Hall and expound the tenets of the Philosophy sect to the people who come

daily. At the same time, I will work on compiling a textbook that will serve as the Bible

of the Philosophy sect. When I finish this compilation, I would like to gather like-
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minded individuals from across the country and try organizing a religious institution.

Before doing so, I plan to build a Non-Reading School Building [不読学舎] in the gar-

den of the Philosophy Hall,  gather like-minded individuals,  and have them practice

making philosophy practical. These are my future tasks.

　 However I cannot know whether heaven will really give me the years to complete

this. I am just determined to do my best and leave the rest to heaven. I hereby proclaim

that this is nothing other than my longstanding intention that I present to repay my

indebtedness to the emperor and my country. Above all, it is my desire that the edu-

cated people of the world recognize that the Wadayama Philosophy Hall is a training

center for social education, the foundational central hall for making philosophy practi-

cal, and the Philosophy Hall, in other words, the headquarters Mt. Morality Philosophy

Temple.

*

Editor's Note: The here translated article is one of the very last writings of INOUE Enryō

井上円了  (1885–1919), who died approximately four months after its publication. The

text is not only insightful as an autobiographical review of Enryō's life-long efforts, but

also as a programmatic statement of what he planned to achieve with the Temple Gar-

den of Philosophy 哲学堂公園.「哲學上に於ける余の使命」[My philosophical mission], was

published in『東洋哲學』[Eastern Philosophy] vol. 26, no. 2 (February 10, 1919): 83–93

and reprinted in『妖怪玄談』[Arcane talks about mysteries], ed. by TAKEMURA Makio 竹

村牧男  (Tokyo: 大東出版社 , 2011), 282–289. The paragraph divisions in this translation

are based on the latter edition.

Rainer Schulzer
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